In recent years an increasing amount of time series research has been devoted to the analysis of non-linear models. Granger and Anderson [3] stimulated a considerable amount of interest in bilinear models, for example, though little has been done in producing a rigorous statistical or time series analysis (along the lines of consistent estimation of the parmeters, derivation of central limit theorems, etc.) of these models. Another class of non-linear model which is also being investigated is the class of random coefficient autoregressive (RCA) models. For these models Andel [ 1 ] derived second order stationarity conditions in the scalar case while Nicholls and Quinn [6] extended these results to the case of multivariate RCA models. These latter authors have also considered the estimation of scalar RCA models.
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Andel pointed out that when modelling time series data in such fields as hydrology, meteorology and biology, the coefficients of the model under consideration arise "as a result of complicated processes and actions which usually have many random features." This led him to consider the class of RCA models, the use of which, as a generalization of the constant coefficient models, has intuitive appeal. Similar types of models were investigated in the economic literature by Turnovsky [9] , while Quinn [8] used a random coefficient autoregression to model a series of animal population data.
In this paper we shall be concerned with the estimation of multivariate RCA models. The estimates obtained will be shown to be strongly consistent, and a central limit theorem derived. The procedure we shall use is a generalization of that used by Nicholls and Quinn [7] in the scalar case though for the multivariate situation many more problems, particularly of a notational nature, arise in the derivation of the estimates and their properties.
In order to overcome these notational difficulties, in what follows the theory developed will depend on the use of the Kronecker or tensor product of matrices, and its related properties. For reference we give the following definitions and results, the proofs of which may be found in Henderson and Searle [4] .
For any matrix X the vector vet(X) is defined to be the vector formed by stacking the columns of X, one on top of the other, in order, from left to right. Furthermore, for any square matrix X we form the vector vech(X) ("the vector half of X") in a similar fashion, in this case stacking only those elements of the columns of X on and under the main diagonal. As Henderson and Searle [4] show, when X is symmetric the elements of vet X are those of vech X with some repetitions so that in this case vet X and vech X are linear transformations of one another. Thus if X is p x p and symmetric there exist two lixed (p(p + 1)/2) x p2 matrices G, and H, such that vech X = HP vet X; vet X = Gj, vech X.
(1.1)
Finally if A, B and C are three matrices for which the product ABC is defined, then
A proof of this latter result appears in Neudecker [5] .
THE MULTIVARIATE RCA MODEL
Let (X,, t = 0, f 1, *I,...} be a p x 1 vector time series which satisfies a multivariate RCA model of order n, i.e., X, = 5 pi + B,(t)) X,-i + E,,
where, for this modei we make the following general assumptions.
(i) The p x p matrices pi, i = l,..., n are constants. such tht 7'(Z, -E(Z,)) = 0 almost everywhere, together with the assumption that the fourth moments of X, are finite, is equivalent to (v). If a unique L;"; measurable second order stationary solution {X(t)} exists to (2.1), where ,;7; is the o-field generated by the set {(cl, B(t)), (E,~, , B(t -l)),...}, then {X(t)} is also strictly stationary and ergodic. Indeed as Nicholls and Quinn [6] show, (2.1) may be written in the form and this has a unique second order stationary & measurable solution of the form
This solution is obtained as the limit in mean square, and hence in probability, of a sequence of < measurable random variables. As the solution has the same functional form for each t, { Yl} and hence {X,} must therefore be strictly stationary. Furthermore, since {(c(t), B(t))} is a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors it is ergodic, while the u-field Cq generated by (X,, X,-, ,... } is a subset of ,c if X, is an & measurable sequence of random variables. Thus .y", the smallest a-field containing lim,, gf is a subfield of MY, the smallest u-field containing lim,,, 5, and so (X,} is ergodic since it is strictly stationary. As a result of this, a sufficient condition for (iv) is that (E,} and (B(t)} are strictly stationary and ergodic, which follows immediately from (ii) and (iii), together with the requirement that a unique second order stationary solution to (2.1) exists.
THE ESTIMATION PROCEDURE
Under conditions (i)-(v) imposed on the model (2.1), we here shall obtain estimates of the unknown parameters of (2.1) and in the remainder of the paper consider their asymptotic properties.
If p = @, )...) /II), the model (2.1) may be rewritten as x,= t pix*-i + z4, = by,-, + 24, = (Yip, 0 IJ vet@> + u, Given a sample of size (IV + n), say, X-,,+r,...,X,,,, we are now in a position to estimate the unknown parameters of (2.1). From 
THE ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE ESTIMATES
In order to derive the strong consistency and the asymptotic normality of the estimates (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7) we make constant use of the ergodic theorem as well as the Lindeberg-Levy theorem for martingales, the proof of which was given by Billingsley [2] . As Billingsley shows, if {al} is a strictly stationary ergodic sequence with E(<:) < co and E(<, ] <,-, , rte2 ,...) = 0 with probability 1 then the distribution of N-l" C;"= i cl converges to the normal distribution with zero mean and variance E(<:).
It is convenient initially to consider the asymptotic theory for the estimate of the vector of the autoregressive coefficients of (2.1), namely, vet fi. Having done this we may then consider the properties of the estimates of the elements of the covariances, i.e., b = vech b and 6 = vech 2. THEOREM 4.1. Consider the process {X,} which satisfies (2.1) and for which assumptions (i)-(v) hold. Zf E(Xf(i)) < 03, for i = l,..., p, where X, = (X,( l),..., X,(p))', then vet p^ defined by (3.4) is a strongly consistent estimate of /I. Furthermore, if E(Xz(i)) ( co then N"2 vecfl-j3) has a distribution which converges to that of a normally distributed random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix Thus N"* vet@ -/I) converges in distribution to the normal distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix given by (4.1), as required.
Considering (3.6) and (3.7), it is convenient to define (3 and 0' in the same way as (;, and 8, respectively, except that Gt has been replaced by U, in the respective formulae. We now prove the following lemma which is of use in obtaining the asymptotic properties of C;, and a^. LEMMA 4.1. Zf E(X:(i)) < 00, i = l,..., p, where X, = (X,(l) ,..., X,(p)), then (6 -~2) and (6-a^) converge almost surely to zero, while N"'(6 -0) and NV2(a'-6) converge in probability to zero.
Proof
From (3.6) and (3.7) (u^,u^i -u,u By the ergodic theorem, if E(X:(i)) < co, Z+".". E(Z,) while if E(X:(I')) < co, N-' C;". , Z,Z; -+a.s. E(Z,Z;) so that
(u^,u^; -UtU;) = (22, + u,)(u", -UJ' + $4; -u,u^; (4.5) and after some manipulation it follows that vech (u^, ui -u( u";) =Hp[(Y~~,0Zp)Ou,-u,0(Y~-,0~p,)lvecd6-P). The ergodic theorem gives, if E(Xf(i)) < 00, N-' c;'=l (Z, -z) H,[ (Y;-, @ Z,) @ ul] -+a.s. 0. Furthermore vet@ -/3) +a.s. 0 and if E(Xf(i)) ( co then from (4.3), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.9) it can be seen that ; -(jj ,a.s. 0.
From Theorem 4.1 it follows that N"'@ -8) converges in distribution. Using the ergodic theorem and Billingsley's result, from (4.3), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.9) we have N"2(dI -3) --P 0.
Using a similar type of argument, from (4.4) it then follows in a straightforward manner that (a^ -5) -+a.s. 0 and N"'(a^ -a') -#' 0.
For convenience we define the vector A = (vet' ,L?, CO', c')', with 1 and 1 defined in an obvious way. We now prove THEOREM 4.2. Under the same conditions as for Theorem 4.1, (1 -A) converges almost surely to zero if E(Xf(i)) < cx3, while if E(X,8(i)) < 03, N"'(x -A) has a distribution which converges to that of a normally distributed random vector with mean zero and covariance matrix S defined by (4.12).
Proox In view of Lemma 4.1 all that needs to be done is to consider the corresponding results for 2 = (vet' B, c3', 8')'. Thus from (3.5) and (3.6) we have If E(Xf(i)) < co, N"*u'(A* -A) has a distribution which converges to that of a normally distributed random variable with mean zero and variance E(Mf(u)).
We can, however, write E(Mf(u)) = a'Sa, say. Thus N"*(A* -A) and hence N"*(~ -A) has a distribution which converges to that of a normally distributed random vector with mean zero and covariance matrix S, where s = is,}9 i,j= 1,2,3. In this paper we have considered the problem of the estimation of the unknown parameters of a class of multivariate random coefficient autoregressive models. Use of a two stage regression procedure results in estimates which, using the Lindeberg-Levy theorem for martingales (of Billingsley 121) and the ergodic theorem, are shown to be strongly consistent if the fourth moments of the underlying process defined by (2.1) exist. In addition if the eighth moments exist the estimates are shown to be asymptotically normally distributed. The moment conditions required are sufficient but may not be necessary, though this would be difficult to show.
